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We now approached the three most curious islands of Antarctica
—Cockburn, a mere dot in the Weddell Sea; Seymour, much larger
and south of Cockburn; and, largest of all, Snow Hill, separated
from Seymour on the south by only a narrow channel. All three,
due perhaps to volcanic warming, are snow-free the year round, and
a spectacular sight they present against the wintry heights of big
James Ross Island behind them.
Cockburn proved to be only an incongruous reddish-brown
mountain rising abruptly two thousand feet. Seymour looked like
a segment of the Bad Lands of the Dakotas, darkly barren and
desolate, silhouetted against the snow and glaciers of Ross Island.
Before we could catch a glimpse of Snow Hill, a dense fog blew
over the sea, reducing visibility to a few yards. We groped down
past Seymour and Snow Hill Island, not seeing the latter at all,
then kept on. In the late afternoon we began running through
fringe ice that grew heavier and" heavier. Just at dusk of the sub-
Antarctic spring evening, we came to the true edge of the Weddell
shelf ice.
It was a wild, weird scene—the dull twilight, the gale roaring in
the rigging and past our ears, the smother of fog, and the
tumultuous, grinding pack at the edge of the shelf. I had never
seen more wicked ice, even in the Arctic. For just an instant the
fog parted. There on a floe, regarding us with calm dignity, sat
an emperor penguin, the first I had ever seen since I watched
Shackleton's in the London Zoo so many years ago. The fog closed
in again, and we lost him.
Chris Braathen mourned: '1 wanted that penguin."
Chris had become our official penguin-snatcher and skinner.
Those strange birds fascinated him, and he had perfected a
technique of capturing them. Chris would spot a colony of
Adelie penguins. He then sneaked up on them behind a pres-
sure ridge, dived over, and grabbed. It was risky, for even an
Adelie penguin can break a man's wrist with a blow of its stubby
wing.
The year before, when we were fast hi the ice off the Ross Sea,
Chris caught two Adelies at a dive. One he stuffed into an empty
coal-sack. On the Wyatt Earp the bird emerged with its beautiful
white vest badly smudged. It was dreadfully ashamed of its

